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GET YOUR CHINESE WEBSITE NOW!
DON’T MISS OUT ON NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES  
IN THE WORLD’S FASTEST GROWING ECONOMY!
Set yourself apart from the competition and get a truly Chinese website.  
Not a simple translation, but a fully localized version of your website in Chinese.

Although English is the language of global business, a Chinese website makes sure you are really understood. 
It demonstrates you know the local market and take your Chinese customers seriously.

But beware, simply translating your English website into Chinese does not work and can lead to misunderstandings!  
It is important that your website and offer are fully localized, meaning not only translated, but recreated in Chinese on the 
basis of Chinese user habits and local market knowledge.

OUR WORRY-FREE ALL-INCLUSIVE OFFER: 
 �   Content localisation of your website: After translating your website, the content is localized, meaning written,  
structured and presented in a way that is truly authentic to the Chinese user.

 �   Ongoing updates: So you do not need a native Chinese webmaster who makes sure the layout of the Chinese  
content is correct, we will do all updates of new content for you, so there are no additional human resources needed  
on your end.

 �   Mirrowing: If you do updates or changes to your English, French, German, Italian, Spanish (or any other European  
language) website, our Chinese web team will immediately do the updates and changes on your Chinese website  
(via your CMS).

TWO STEPS TO YOUR CHINESE WEBSITE:
Step I: We do a fully localized version of your current website within one week, this includes translation, localisation, 
uploading all content and integrating it into your given website structure.

Step II: We update and maintain your Chinese website continuously every time you update or change your main website, 
be it in English and any other European language. This way you do not need any additional in-house resources to always 
have an up-to-date Chinese website that meets the highest standards in terms of language, style and presentation.

FIXED PRICES – NO SURPRISES:
Your Chinese website is more affordable than you think. 
To make the pricing as transparent as possible, we offer it on the basis of pages and word count and at fixed prices:

Initial full localisation of your website:
 �  EUR 495.00 for up to 5,000 words (approx. 20 webpages)
 �  EUR 119.00 per 1,000 words from 5,000 words onwards  
(in connection with a one-year maintenance contract)

 �  Localisation of up to 5,000 words within one week

Ongoing updates and maintenance:
 �  EUR 199.00 for updates of up 1,000 words/month
 �  EUR 149.00 for every additional 1,000 words of updates or changes  
(minimum maintenance contract of 12 months)

 �  Updates of up to 500 words within 1 working day
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